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Foreword 
 
 
 
For many including myself, the task of 
understanding and promoting energy 
transition has been undoubtedly like no 
other within my career in the energy 
industry, which spanning across two 
decades, one thing that kept the 
motivation, is coming across individuals 
with similar zeal to support the society in 
making an impact, particularly through 
promotion of natural gas as an alternative 
fuel for energy transition. Meeting Norbert 
Shialsuk (Author) has been a new 
beginning for me.  
 
Norbert’s depth of knowledge in the energy 
mix, coupled with his sound understanding 
of the value-chain for Nigeria and the 
globe; one can always count on his 
judgement to provide technical, 
commercial, and policy way forward, not 
only to ambitious companies such as 
Seplat Energy, but also regulatory and 
policy inputs that could put Nigeria on the 
pathway to achieving its UN sustainable 
energy goals, protecting investors, 
consumers, and the environment. 
 
The current paper has provided a 
meaningful handout including history of 
four cycles of energy transitions regime we 
faced, i.e., biomass to coal, oil discovery, 
electricity discovery and the current COP 
21 regarded as Paris Agreement. Despite 
the geographical nature of the energy 
transition, which depicts how each country 
approach its transition, including Nigeria, 

one common goal is low-carbon future. 
Nigeria’s huge and vast human and natural 
resources are key to this transition. The 
natural gas reserve is the largest in Africa 
and 9th globally, is considered the most 
viable means to meet the climate change 
commitments, which has already achieved 
70% reduction in gas flaring through 
NGFCP, and ultimately planning to end 
flaring by 2030. In the same way, LPG 
penetration drive has succeeded in 
overtaking kerosene consumption for the 
first time in history, this is in addition to 
huge, distributed renewables across the 
energy value-chain, targeted to contribute 
36% by 2030. The new paradigm shifts 
recently witnessed is the signing of PIA, 
which the author has captured its 
significance in promoting investment to 
achieve economic growth during the 
energy transition. 
 
In conclusion, this paper is the most 
informative one I can find, to have full grasp 
of the challenges and way forward with 
respect to energy transition for both public 
and private organizations.  
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Abbreviations 
ATC&C - Aggregate Technical Commercial & Collection losses  
AKK  - Ajaokuta – Kaduna – Kano pipeline project 
BAU  - Business As Usual 
BCFD  - Billion Standard Cubic Feet of Gas per day 
CAGR  - Compound Annual Growth Rate 
CNG  - Compressed Natural Gas 
CO2  - Carbon Dioxide 
COP  - Conference of Parties 
DISCO - Distribution Company (Electricity) 
DOM LPG - Domestic LPG 
EU  - European Union 
EV  - Electric Vehicle 
GASCO - Gas Supply Company 
GDP  - Gross Domestic Production 
GENCO - Generation Company (Electricity) 
GHG  - Green House Gas 
GW  - Gigawatt 
IEA  - International Energy Agency 
IRENA  - International Renewable Energy Agency 
LPG  - Liquefied Petroleum Gas 
LNG  - Liquefied Natural Gas 
Kg  - Kilogram 
kWh  - Kilowatt Hour 
MSCFD - Million Standard Cubic Feet of Gas per Day 
MTPA  - Metric Tons Per Annum 
MW  - Megawatt 
MWh  - Megawatt Hour 
NDC  - Nationally Determined Contributions 
OEM  - Original Equipment Manufacturer 
PHCN  - Power Holding Company of Nigeria 
PV  - Photovoltaic 
RE  - Renewable Energy 
SDG  - Sustainable Development Goals 
TWh  - Terawatt – Hour 
UN  - United Nations 
UNFCCC - United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
USD  - United States Dollars 
WI  - Working Interest  
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Executive 
Summary 
The world is moving towards a new energy 
future with the fourth transition in modern 
history already set in motion by the COP 21 
Paris agreement.  
 
A goal to limit greenhouse gas emissions to 
1.5-2oC by 2050 has been set. To this end, 
196 countries made a pledge to work 
towards making renewable energy, 46% of 
primary energy mix by the target year.  
 
Transitions are a common phenomenon, as 
the energy market is constantly evolving, 
driven by advancement in technology, 
government policy, resource depletion, 
scarcity and most critically, sustainability. 
 
Nationally Determined Commitment  
All signatories to the Paris Accord are to 
submit annual progress reports and pledge 
commitment to the emissions target. 
 
Nigeria’s commitment to the climate 
accord is to limit GHG emissions by 20% 
on a Business-as-Usual scenario and 45% 
with support from the International 
Community. 
 
Global Energy Markets Trend 
Emerging trends in the global energy 
market show a move away from fossil fuels: 
 

§ Share of Oil and coal in the energy 
market has declined; 
 

§ Fortune 500 companies and leading Oil 
and Gas Companies are launching net-
zero carbon initiatives; 

 
§ Renewables have overtaken Nuclear 

energy for the first time in modern 
history; 

 
§ No of Rigs in operation have dropped and 

key Oil Hubs are shutting down. 
 

§ Investment flows show a drop in new 
upstream projects and a commitment to 
renewable energy development through 
2030. 

 
Natural Gas is the Future Assured 
Forecast models show Natural Gas to 
overtake Coal and Oil by 2050 in primary 
energy supply while renewables take 30% 
of market share. 
 
Nigeria in Transition 
Nigeria’s biggest emitter of GHG is the 
Energy Sector contributing over 60.2% of 
total national GHG emissions, as such the 
contribution of the Energy sector is key in 
meeting Nigeria’s commitment. 
 
As at 2015, Nigeria has already recorded 
wins in reduction of GHG emissions as gas 
flare volumes have declined by 70% and 
LPG importation has overtaken Kerosene, 
an indication of the impact of gas on the 
final status quo. 
 
Decade of Gas 
The Government has launched a decade of 
gas, as an initiative to drive energy access 
in Nigeria and develop Nigeria’s gas 
resources so as to position Nigeria for this 
new energy future. 
 

*Nigeria Energy Transition 
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Growth in natural gas sector is expected to 
come from industrial consumption, 
transportation, petrochemicals and 
alternative fuel consumption by Nigerian 
homes and automobiles. 
 
Role of Renewables  
Solar market in Nigeria is set for growth 
with over $10billion anticipated in annual 
revenues from Solar Home Systems and 
mini grids.   
 
Key areas of focus for accelerating Energy 
Transition in Nigeria include: 
 
Policy Area Ongoing Initiatives 
§ Promoting 

access to energy 
o Nigeria LPG 

program to 
substitute Firewood 
and kerosene for 
Nigerian Homes. 

o AKK Gas Pipeline to 
open up hinterland 
markets for gas. 

§ De-risking and 
promoting 
private sector 
investments 

o Gas Expansion 
Program 
Intervention Fund at 
the CBN. 

o Gas Infrastructure 
Fund under the PIA 

§ Strengthening & 
modernizing the 
grid 

 

Off-grid and mini grids 
focus by REA offer an 
alternative route as the 
national grid remains 
constrained at 4GW. 

§ Supporting 
systemic 
innovation 

Innovative solutions 
such as Blue and Green 
Hydrogen offer areas of 
growth for the future in 
decarbonising the 
transport sector.  
Application of Fuel Cell 
technology to Natural 
Gas Generation Off-grid 
and on-grid also offer a 
solution to decarbonise 
the natural gas value 
chain. 

 
Energy Transition Outlook 
The outlook for 2050 is not quite positive 
for greenhouse gas emissions targets, as 
experts foresee a low chance of meeting 
the target of limiting emissions to 1.5-2oC 
by 2050. 

 
A concerted effort is required to meet the 
emissions target as, government policy, 
private sector investment, technological 
advancement and society in general have 
critical roles to play to make that happen. 
 
Private initiatives in Nigeria such as the 
NLNG DOM LPG scheme, the Greenville 
virtual LNG pipeline project and Seplat’s 
New Energy drive to enhance energy 
access and decarbonise operations are all 
steps in the right direction that must be 
replicated by other stakeholders and 
Nigeria’s development partners to enable 
the country’s vision. 
 
Saving the world is on the agenda but so 
also is positioning for the new energy 
market. The fate of every nation and every 
energy player is tied to the fate of the world. 
How poetic. 
 
Gas and Renewables are the future of 
energy markets. Nigeria and its 
development partners must step up to the 
play in making its 200tcf of proven gas 
reserves, 14GW captive market and 
burgeoning 206.1million strong population, 
count. 

 
 
.
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ENERGY TRANSITION 

#2 
“Sustainability remains a key driver of all 

energy transitions in modern history” 

Shut down, Coal Power Plant (source: Pixabay) 
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The World in 

Transition 
Energy Transition  
The energy market is constantly evolving, driven by advancement in technology, 
government policy, resource depletion, scarcity and most critically, sustainability.  

Over the past few centuries, 
the energy market has 
experienced a couple of 
transitions majorly driven by 
the latter factors. As at today, 
that narrative has not 
changed, as sustaining 
resources and the 
environment remains the key 
driver of the paradigm shift in 
energy markets.  

Lessons in History 
In the pre-Industrial era, mankind relied on biomass (charcoal, firewood) and what nature 
provided i.e., Wind (windmills), Sunlight (lighting, food preservation), horsepower 
(transportation), Whale Oil (lighting) and Water (water mills) harnessed on a small scale as 
primary energy. 

By the turn of the 18th century, following (1) the rapid depletion of whale population and 
forests in Great Britain and the US; (2) scarcity of whale oil, wood; (3) attendant inflation of 
whale oil and wood prices; the world turned to Coal to meet its increasing energy needs 
resulting from world population growth and onset of the first industrial era. So, it is safe to 
say the first ever energy transition coincided with the industrial revolution of the 18th 
Century which led to large scale exploitation of coal. This lasted for decades until the 
discovery of oil in commercial quantity in the US in middle of the 19th Century that saw a 

*Nigeria Energy Transition 
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second energy transition from Coal to Oil. Oil offered higher energy density and greater 
flexibility in terms of utilisation and potability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The development of the first electric power plant in 1882 by Edison Illuminating company 
in the US, using coal and hydro power, redefined the energy era leading to the third major 
transition in modern history and a second industrial revolution. 

Electricity redefined an era, but Fossil Fuels (Coal, Crude Oil) have dominated the global 
energy market with oil especially determining trade between nations, government policy, 
economic growth and everyday life as we know it. On the upside, Fossil Fuels have made 
positive contributions to industrialization and economic growth for centuries but on the 
downside, that has come at a cost as greenhouse gas emissions from these fuels has seen 
a rise in global temperatures, sea levels and melting of the solar ice caps thereby posing a 
threat to life on earth.  

In the light of the foregoing, by December 2015, and after many attempts, 196 countries 
adopted a legally binding international treaty on climate change in Paris with a goal of limiting 
global warming to 1.5 - 2oC by the year 2050. This single event set the stage for the fourth 
Energy Transition which has seen a shift in government policies and investment flow with 

 

 

 

1st Energy Transition: Biomass to Coal 

Biomass, renewables, animal power and 
whale oil replaced by steam power from 
Coal to drive the first industrial evolution. 

Discovery of oil in the US by 1859 

set the stage for the Second Energy 

Transition. 

Crude Oil offered higher energy 
density, easy storage, potability and 
flexibility in utilisation. 

OIL 

1765 

2015 

1882 

1859 

Establishment of the first commercial 
power generation plant in the US in 
1882 ushered in a new era in 
“secondary energy” and the 3rd 

Energy Transition. 

ELECTRICITY 

Global warming provided the incentive 
for 196 Countries to sign the Paris 
Accord in 2015 to signal the beginning 
of a 4th Energy Transition. 

COP 21 

Oil and Coal continued to play 
important roles in everyday life as 
the most dominant primary fuels. 
This dominance is set to continue 
for decades more until 2050 when 

the COP hope renewables will 
meet them halfway. 

Figure 1: Phases of Energy Transition  
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over $100Billion committed per annum by developed nations at the COP 21 towards 
developing renewable energy initiatives to usher in the non-fossil fuel era. 

To date, low-carbon solutions and new markets have been developed with more and more 
countries, regions, cities and companies establishing carbon neutrality targets. According 
to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), “Zero-carbon 
solutions are becoming competitive across economic sectors representing 25% of 
emissions driven by application in the power and transport sectors”. They estimate that by 
2030 this number can exceed 70%. 

The Net-Zero Agenda: Age of the IECs is upon us. 
Year 2020, even though overshadowed by the Coronavirus pandemic, was to be the 
landmark year for the “net zero by 2050” commitment as set by the COP21 signatories.  

In March 2021, Forbes reported that at least one-fifth of the world’s 2,000 top companies 
in the world have committed to the Net-Zero agenda, with Fortune 500 Companies such 
as Facebook, Mercedes and Major Oil Companies including Shell, BP, Total joining the 
fray. In Nigeria, Independents such as Seplat Petroleum Plc, have unveiled plans to 
transition into a carbon neutral company starting with a name change to Seplat Energy. 

The French giant, Total announced the change of its name to Total Energies with a new 
logo launched to reinforce its commitment to reaching carbon neutrality by 2030. BP also 
unveiled its plans to be a net zero company by 2050 or sooner with focus on getting to net 
zero across its entire operations in oil and gas production.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The goal for these companies is to go from IOC (International Oil Company) to IEC 
(International Energy Company) in tandem with the COP. 
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What the Numbers say 
Numbers from the BP Stats review 2020 show that renewables and natural gas are gaining 
in importance in the share of primary energy usage across the globe, steadily taking market

share since 2010. The share of Oil and Coal on the other hand, have fallen steadily over the 
years but continue to hold significant shares of the market at 33.1% and 27.0% 
respectively, as the share of natural gas and renewables rise to record 24.2% and 5.0% 
respectively.  

Worthy of note is the fact renewables have now overtaken nuclear energy (4.3%) in the 
global energy mix. This is a foretaste of things to come. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

What the Rigs are saying 
Oil rigs in operation are the clearest indication of the health of the Oil sector and as it is all 
is not well with the industry as the number of rigs in operation are on a decline. Active rigs 
count in the US have declined steadily -7% YoY on average between 2015 and May 2021. 

 

 

 

 

 
0

1000

2000

3000

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

No of Rigs in Operation in the US
2010 - June 2021 (Source: US EIA)

Figure 3: Number of Rigs in Operation in the US. 

Figure 2: Share of global primary energy (Source: BP Statistical Review 2020) 
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Key Oil Hubs are shutting down 
A significant number of oil installations in the North Sea are shutting down, as major Oil 
companies plan a massive decommissioning campaign and Denmark stops issuing 
licenses for its continental shelf. In the US, number of rigs in operation have declined 
steadily even as Exxon exit North Sea while Chevron declare over $10billion in renewables 
investment. The French Giant, Total has changed its brand to Total Energies and committed 
$60billion for capital investments in Renewables with Nigeria set to benefit. Nigeria’s long-
time ally and holder of majority of the country’s oil & gas assets announced its plans to 
divest all of its onshore and nearshore oil assets in the country’s Niger Delta. 

The big boys are on the move. Clearly, Something’s up! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What the money is 
saying 
Information available from the 
OPEC portal shows a decline in 
upstream investments and 
number of projects. (Source: OPEC) 

Oil Investments are drying up 
around the world.  

 

l Denmark, one of Europe’s 
biggest oil producers ends 
exploration in North Sea.

l To Phase out Oil Production 
by 2050. (Source: Reuters)

North Sea

l 10% of North Sea installations in 
Decommissioning phase
(source: Shell).

l Chevron, Exxon exit North 
Sea as Oil production peaks.

USA

l No of Rigs in operation drops 
steadily by -7% YoY over 5 
years (2015 – 2021). 
(Source: US EIA)

l Scaling down investment in 
new oil Exploration.

l Chevron Announce $10Bln 
Capital Investment in 
renewables through 2028. 
(source: Chevron)

Denmark

l French Giant Total changes 
name to Total Energies.

l Commits $60bln to 
investments in renewables.

France

Nigeria
l Nigeria’s biggest Oil Investor 

Shell Petroleum to Divest its 
onshore/nearshore Oil Assets
(Source: Shell 2021)

l Creates Shell Energy Nigeria

l Saudi Arabia to invest  $30bln 
in renewables. (Bloomberg)

l Pledges to generate 50% of 
its electricity needs from 
renewables by 2030.

Saudi

Figure 4: Emerging Trends in the energy market  

Figure 5: OPEC Upstream Investment Plans 
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Outlook: The various narratives 
According to the World Economic Forum, there are two narratives to the energy transition 
debate. A first school of thought supported by scenario models from Exxon, OPEC, the 
World Energy Council, BP and the Energy Information Administration, believe the global 
transition to renewable energy will be “gradual”. They see a gradual switch to renewables 
with fossil’s demand rising for the foreseeable future and eventually declining albeit gradual
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
While a second school of thought led by IRENA, DNV GL, McKinsey and the Energy 
Transition Commission, paint “rapid’ scenarios where they foresee rapid growth in 
renewables causing a disruption in the energy sector. The scenarios project that demand 
for fossil fuels will soon peak and then enter a long period of decline.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6: Energy Supply (EJ). Gradual narrative 2015-2040.  
(Source: WEF, speed of the energy transition 2020) 

 

Figure 7: Energy Supply (EJ). Rapid narrative 2015-2040.  
(Source: WEF, speed of the energy transition 2020)   
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According to the World Economic Forum Report, it “will require a major coordinated effort 
of POLICY, TECHNOLOGY development and BEHAVIOUR from all sections of SOCIETY 
to drive change across the whole of the economy on the timescale needed to achieve the 
goals of the Paris Agreement”.  A tall order but attainable in my opinion. 
 
 
Energy Transition Outlook (ETO) 
The Energy Transition Outlook 2021 report by DNV, an independent assurance and risk 
management provider and a leading authority in Energy Transition, sees renewables playing 
a supplementary role rather than fully replace thermal power generation. 
 
DNV estimates show renewables including solar, wind, hydro and geothermal will jointly 
supply close to 30% of global primary energy needs. Fossil fuels led by Coal and Oil will 
reduce significantly to 9.7% and 16.7% respectively while natural gas remains steady at 
29.3%. 
 
Natural gas will play a significant role in the new energy future and along with renewables 
will control more than 50% of global primary energy supply. 
 
Figure 8: DNV ETO: World primary Energy Supply Forecast 2050  

(Source: DNV GL) 

 
 
The DNV report sees Electrification as a key driver of energy transition on the supply side 
while Transportation led by passenger and commercial EV lead the way on the demand 
side. Costs of Solar PV and Wind are already competing with thermal power plants and are 
set to become cheaper within a decade. Solar and wind are estimated to represent 69% 
grid-connected power generation. By 2032, 50% of all new passenger vehicles sold 
globally will be electric. 
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“The goal for these companies is to go from 
IOC (International Oil Company) to IEC 

(International Energy Company) in tandem with 
the COP” 
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NIGERIA IN TRANSITION 

#3 
“…A new energy future 

awaits…” 

10MW Wind Farm, Kankia, Katsina, Nigeria 
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Background 
2015 Paris Accord 
Nigeria joined the league of nations committing to the climate accord in 2015 and since 
then have submitted intended Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC) reports to the 
UNFCCC containing its climate pledge to reduce emissions annually. 

As at the date of signing the Paris Accord in 2015, Nigeria was ranked 17th Largest emitter 
of greenhouse gases in the world and second highest in Africa after South Africa (Source: 
carbonbrief.org). The country emits 506million tons of C02 equivalent (MtC02e) in 2015 which 
amounts to per capita emissions of approximately 2.8tons of C02e (below world average 
of 7MtC02e). The biggest emitter of GHG is the energy sector with 60.2% of Nigeria’s 
total emissions. In its NDC report in 2017, Nigeria pledged to reduce its greenhouse gas 
emissions by 20% by 2030. 

According to its INDC report in 2017, the government planned to attain this target through 
roll-out of solar energy, improving energy efficiency and ending gas flaring. 

Government Action Plan 
In its maiden Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC) report submitted in 2017, Nigeria 
committed to 20% reduction in emissions going by Business As Usual (BAU) basis by 2030 
which equates to 45% conditionally with financial assistance, technology transfer and 
capacity building from the developing nations that made up the COP21 accord. 
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20% Unconditional  
commitment 
45% Conditional 
Commitment 

Restore 4m Ha 
of forests  

Develop Multi Modal 
Mass Transit Systems 

13GW Off-grid Solar 

30% Energy Efficiency 
and 36% Renewable 
energy share by 2030. 

Climate Smart 
Agriculture

ZERO Gas Flares by 
2030 

Figure 9: Nationally Determined Contribution submitted by the Nigerian Government to the UNFCCC in 2017.  
(Source Federal Ministry of Environment) 
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Policy Thrusts 
As presented in its latest NDC submitted June 2021 to the UNFCCC, Nigeria adopted a 
range of policies, strategies and action plans aggregated into a wholistic national climate 
strategy. 

Development Plans:  

§ Economic Recovery and Growth Plan (ERGP) 2017 – 2020 

§ The Transformation Agenda (2011 – 2020) 

§ Vision 20:2020 

Policies: 

Nigeria has adopted a number of policies, strategies and action plans that are related to 
addressing the national development challenge of climate change, as well as integrating 
environment and climate change management in socio-economic development activities 
of the country. The main development plans which set strategies and priorities that are 
related to the pursuit of climate-resilient and climate-compatible initiatives, are illustrated 
below:  
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Score card so far – 70% Gas Flare reduction 
The World Bank Global Gas 
Flaring Tracker Report released 
in April 2021, gave Nigeria a 
good score based on a 15-year 
rating from 2005 – 2020; wherein 
the country has steadily 
achieved 70% reduction in 
flares, declining from over 
25bcm in 2000 to 7bcm in 2020 
despite oil production remaining 
relatively flat at 2mbpd.  

Nigeria, going forward, remains 
7th largest flaring country in the 
world with a 5-year average 
growth rate of 2.1% since the 
landmark 2015 accord and so 
needs more work to be done to 
achieve zero flares by 2030 as 
pledged in their NDC. 

 

Score card so far – LPG overtakes Kerosene 
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Intervention 
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Removal 

Switching 
Point 

-70% 

Figure 10: Nigeria Flare volumes and oil production, 2000-2020 

Figure 11: Comparative assessment of LPG and Kerosene Supply to Nigeria. Source NNPC Bulletin 2019, ECP Data 
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The biggest win for Nigeria has been in LPG, as the clean burning fuel has successfully 
substituted Household Kerosene as primary fuel of choice with over a million tons imported 
in 2020 and still rising as against 48,000mt imported in 2005 and 2.5mtpa of Kerosene.  

Key landmark events that turned the tide include the domestic LPG scheme launched by 
Nigeria LNG in 2007 that stemmed the scarcity that placed a stronghold on the sector for 
decades. The regular supplies from Bonny ensured availability of LPG locally and rebuilding 
of confidence by the market. 

A second major event is the removal of subsidy on kerosene in 2015 which accelerated the 
gains of the NLNG DOMLPG scheme leading to a total import switch in the market by 2017. 

 

“The biggest win for Nigeria in the 
Energy Transition agenda has been 

Gas: 70% flare reduction and ~100% 
Import Substitution from Kerosene to 

LPG.” 
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Ongoing Initiatives – Govt. 
Clean Cooking Stoves 
One of the major programs inaugurated by the Nigerian government as part of its 
commitment to improve energy access in Nigeria and reduce reliance on wood and 
kerosene for cooking is the “Clean Cooking Stove” program. The program is being 
developed and run by the Nigerian Alliance for Clean Cookstoves. 

Key Highlights; 

§ Over 160,000 Stoves (smokeless and ethanol stoves) sold  

§ 800,000 Litres of ethanol cooking fuel produced and sold; 

§ 10miilion beneficiaries targeted for the next phase over 5years. 

Source: Clean Cooking Alliance 

REA Solar Program  
Nigeria established the Rural Electrification Agency (REA) to execute its solar electrification 
plan with funding support from the World Bank. REA’s mandate involved “fast and cost-
effective expansion of electricity access in un-electrified rural areas evenly across the 
different geopolitical zones in Nigeria” through both off-grid and on-grid electrification 
solutions.   

The REA program is supported by the World Bank with a $350million facility out of which 
$150m is dedicated to mini grids. Focus will be on solar mini grids (less than 1MW) and 
solar home systems targeted at 200,000 households and 50,000 SME. All of which shall be 
implemented under a market-based approach. 

Achievements so far by: 
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272,492 SHS installed 

9,580kW Energy 
deployed by SHS 

5037 Mini-grid Connections 

855kW Energy installed 
through mini-grids 

5m SHS and Mini grids targeted by 2023 under the Energy for all Project. 
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Nigeria Gas Policy        
In tandem with its climate commitments and as part of the 7 big wins set under the National 
Economic Recovery & Growth Plan (ERGP 2017-2020), the government signed Federal 
Executive Council Approval for the National Gas Policy in 2017. The Policy established the 
Legal and regulatory framework for development of LPG in Nigeria and set up the national 
steering committee. 

The target was to roll out 5million cylinders of LPG each year but 3 years on, the policy is 
yet to take effect due to the lack of a bankable business/market model. 

Nigeria Gas Expansion Program        
As part of the Economic Sustainability Plan (ESC) developed in response to the covid 
pandemic, the government launched the National Gas Expansion program committing over 
N90billion to CNG development in track 1 and N25billion to provide LPG clean cooking fuel 
to 30million homes. The plan was put into place in March 2020. 

Prior to the ESC, the Ministry of Petroleum Resources, working through the Central Bank 
Of Nigeria has availed N250billion out of the Power and Aviation Fund (PAIF) to provide 
low-cost financing for oil and gas companies seeking to develop CNG or LPG retail 
infrastructure. 

As at the time of this report no LPG or CNG projects have taken off yet under these 
programs. If the program succeeds approximately 5million tons of clean cooking gas will 
be developed and about 20-25million cubic meters of CNG will be consumed per day 
thereby having significant impact on emissions by the transport sector. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
NGEP Bus program. (Source: FMPR) Figure 12: Public Buses fueled with CNG at the Launch of the  National Gas Expansion Program in 

Nigeria.  
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Nigeria Gas Flare Commercialisation Project     
Nigeria launched a bid for capture and commercialisation of flared gas in Nigeria with 850 
bids received and 205 prequalified. Once operational, projects launched under the NFGCP 
would reduce Nigeria’s emissions by ~13 mln tons of CO2 per year (Source: NGEP).  

The Petroleum Industry Act (PIA) 2021      
After 20 long years since the inauguration of the Late Rilwanu Lukman led Oil and Gas 
Reforms Committee (OGIC) in 2000, the Petroleum Bill 2020 Draft was signed into Law by 
the Nigerian President in August 2021 to usher in a new era in Nigeria’s Oil Industry 
Governance. The Law replaces the old Petroleum Act and sets the stage for full 
deregulation of the oil and gas sector with new fiscal, regulatory and governance structures 
put in place to optimise value from Nigeria’s hydrocarbon assets. 
 
The biggest win for the Petroleum Industry Act (PIA) is, in our opinion the natural gas play. 
While Crude Oil has a critical role in the funding of Nigeria’s growth and its energy transition, 
in the long term, the reality and threat of climate change requires the decarbonisation of 
energy systems in Nigeria. As such the provision in the Act for the establishment of a Gas 
infrastructure fund, to appropriate levies on petroleum and gas products consumption for 
investment in midstream and downstream infrastructure is a clear disruptor to change the 
paradigm of energy supply in Nigeria as the gaps in the market are bridged.    
    
Nigeria’s 200trillion standard cubic feet of gas reserves can be unlocked with the expansion 
of midstream capacity and opening up of the downstream sector leading to the penultimate 
improvement in energy availability and access to help reduce dependency on petrol and 
diesel for vehicle fuel and electricity generation. 
 
 
A hole in the Act     
The Petroleum Industry Act establishes the Midstream and Downstream Infrastructure 
Fund (MDIF) to appropriate 0.5% on sales of all petroleum products and natural gas sold 
locally. This levy will yield approximately $70 – 80million annually based on current 
consumption levels. Total amount of investment required to close the infrastructure gap is 
in the range of $6-7Billion dollars which spread over 10years amounts to $600-700million 
annually. The provision in the Act clearly will not cut it. 0.5% is insufficient to fund the 
infrastructure drive by government, even though it is to fund government’s participation in 
the respective projects, it is still grossly inadequate as equity contribution. 

Table 1: Table showing Infrastructure investment gap viz provision in the Petroleum Industry Act 

Gas Infrastructure Levy 0.5% $70 - 80million per annum 

Gas Infrastructure Funding Requirement  10years $600-700million per annum 

Shortfall  ($530 – 620m) annually 
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Government Strategy to address the Gas Market Is Missing A 
Market Facilitator     
The Petroleum Act implementation committee has been set up by the Government to 
implement the provisions of the new governance law, and a major challenge for them will 
be to find the right model to facilitate the development of the gas market for CNG and LPG. 
 
There are no Cylinders for LPG and Conversion Kits for vehicles which are beyond the 
reach of majority of Nigerian homes and motorists. The country also operates a Universal 
Cylinder Ownership policy which is a disincentive to private-sector-led initiatives for 
cylinders. As such a market infrastructure provider will be required to provide these cylinders and 
conversion kit to end users for free so as to eliminate the biggest barrier to entry for most users 
– Affordability.  
 
The market infrastructure provider will then recover its investment from the Levy to be 
charged on consumption and appropriated by the Midstream and Downstream 
Infrastructure Fund, established by the PIA. 
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Private Sector Initiatives  
SEPLAT CASE STUDY 
The success of the Nigeria Energy 
Transition agenda is dependent on 
synergy between the government 
schemes and private sector initiatives.  
 
One of Nigeria’s development partners, 
Seplat Energy is setting the tone for 
Independents and Oil Companies 
operating in country, as it rolls out its 
energy transition program to be delivered 
by its New Energy Unit. The mandate is to 
“achieve carbon neutrality towards a sustainable future and as a statement of that resolve, 
the brand has changed its name to Seplat Energy Plc. 
 
CURRENT CAPACITY: 
 OIL GAS 
2P Reserves 241MMBbls (WI) 1.5Tcf (WI) 
Production capacity 33,714bopd (WI) 525MMSCD  

(825MMSCFD by 2022) 
Current flare data   

 
NEW ENERGY AGENDA: 

§ Gas Hubs: 
o OBEN Hub – Expanded to 465MMSCFD processing capacity; single most 

important hub for supply of gas into the AKK and ELPS. 
o ANOH Hub – FID taken on 300MMSCFD processing plant; connects the 

large-scale gas reserves in the Eastern gas grid into demand centres in the 
Western market and the emerging Northern AKK-linked market.  

§ Carbon Offset & Monetisation 
o Established scope 1, 2 & 3 emissions baseline study and a carbon 

credit/offset market strategy to achieve carbon neutrality and monetization 
drive. 

§ Fuel Gas Market Development 
o Targets development of Fuel Gas Market channels for LPG and CNG as well 

as Cylinder Manufacturing to help close the market infrastructure gap. 
o Supports the government’s strategy for LPG and CNG. 

§ Electricity Market Development 
o Plans to establish Gas-to-power projects for On-grid & Off-grid generation. 
o Roll-out plan for Solar C&I to target Off-grid captive markets. 
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MATRIX ILLUSTRATING ALLIGNMENT OF SEPLAT ENERGY TO THE NIGERIAN AGENDA 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The journey to a carbon neutral future for Nigeria will require public and private initiatives 
and a communal effort to deliver on the objectives and so far, the Seplat new Energy 
Strategy is a template for Oil Companies, Corporate Organizations and stakeholders to 
follow so as to complement government efforts and help deliver energy security and a place 
in the committee of nations attaining Carbon Neutrality by 2050 or beyond. 
  
 
PRIVATE SECTOR INITIATIVES: NIGERIA LNG BONNY DOMLPG SCHEME 
After more than a decade of scarcity, LPG consumption had dropped to an all-time low of 
48,000mtpa as of 2005 as the three local 
refineries originally designed to meet all local 
needs for gas shut down. Gas bottling plants 
were shutdown from over 200 in operation prior 
to approximately 80 operating scantily across the 
country. Homes gradually abandoned their gas 
cylinders as LPG became scarce and expensive 
and they acquired kerosene stoves or started 
burning firewood to meet their primary energy 
needs. The government then moved to import 
and subsidize kerosene to ease the impact on 
masses. 
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A paradox solved 
It was quite a paradox that Nigeria at the time had 3 major Gas projects, exporting 2-3mpta 
of LPG to the Americas and other parts of the world. So much LPG produced and yet none 
to consume locally. Nigeria’s LPG was not available to local consumers. And then came 
Nigeria LNG Bonny to the rescue. 
 
Costly Logistics but LPG Availability Solved 
The first puzzle to solve was the mismatch of port handling facilities as the Bonny facility 
could handle minimum 25,000Dwt vessels while the biggest vessel that could berth at the 
only major coastal LPG Terminal in Nigeria at the time was 4,000MT NNPC storage in 
Apapa. So, working with 6 local off-takers – Hyson, Linetrale Gas, Chimons, Le Global , 
Greenfield Energy and Harig (referred to as the Off-takers Club), Nigeria LNG 
established an innovative Mother-to-Shuttle Vessel arrangement that allowed delivery from 
Bonny to Lagos. Finally, Nigeria could use its own gas to solve its gas problem. The costly 
logistic set up and lack of market capacity, meant the 6 off-takers had to refinance by 2010 
after suffering great losses from term charter of the shuttle vessels and low turnaround. 
NLNG as well took a great hit as the 25,000MT BW Saga was on a 12-month term charter 
but struggled to push volumes into the market as the limited storage and market capacity 
meant they could discharge only 2-3 shipments a year.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The sacrifice and persistence however paid-off eventually as NLNG and the Off-takers Club 
improved on the shipping model and rallied the market, eliminating scarcity by making LPG 
available thereby building confidence back into the market. At the start of the program NLNG 
committed 150,000mt to the local market with the market barely absorbing half of that 
annually at the start of the program. By 2019 NLNG has had to increase its commitment to 
450,000MTPA to barely meet up with an insatiable market now at 1,000,000mtpa and 
growing.  
 
Marginal field operators can toe the line of NLNG 
The NLNG DOM LPG Scheme stemmed scarcity of LPG and stimulated growth, making 
the issue of Availability a thing of the past. Next stop is Affordability and I believe strongly the 
solution lies in hinterland gas, wherein associated gas field operators and marginal field 
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Figure 14: Historical Development of LPG in Nigeria 
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owners can play a key role by channelling their gas liquids from associated gas production 
to the Nigerian market thereby cutting import duty and shipping costs and providing 
cheaper LPG to the market which can better still be priced in Naira reducing the demand 
for FX to purchase the product. 
 
PRIVATE SECTOR INITIATIVES – THE GREENVILLE LNG MODEL 
The Virtual Pipeline System established by Greenville LNG is an innovative solution to tackle 
the accessibility of Natural Gas to hinterland locations off the pipeline grid. 
 
This model is illustrated in the map below that shows the accessibility of LNG to the farthest 
parts of the North. This model is a stop gap measure, to solve NG access and a base for 
take-off of the Natural Gas Vehicles’ scheme nationwide utilising L-CNG systems pending 
the completion of the AKK and development of Local Distribution Networks. Off-grid power 
solutions are also enabled with this model. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Source: Greenville LNG 

Figure 15: Map showing distribution routes for Greenville virtual LNG pipeline 
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Critical Assessment 
Energy Access is Key 
In a report published by IRENA (International Renewable Energy Agency) “The Renewable 
Energy Transition in Africa”, the authors listed four key thematic action areas to drive 
Energy Transition in Africa: (1) Promoting access to energy; (2) De-Risking and promoting 
private sector investments; (3) Strengthening and modernising the grid and (4) Supporting 
Systemic Innovation. 
 
The report states that 46% of Africans have no access to energy in their homes and 
addressing this issue is key to driving energy transition in the region. Secondly public 
sector funding is insufficient to meet investment requirement for renewable energy in Africa 
and so recommends de-risking instruments to incentivise private sector investment. 
Improving the grid infrastructure and developing off-grid solutions provide the other 
impetus for driving energy access in Africa. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In my opinion, improving access to clean affordable energy remains the critical success 
factor for energy transition in Africa. Majority of Africans are off-grid and rely on Biomass 
as primary energy to meet their domestic needs. 
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A Biomass problem 
Over the years Africa’s pattern of energy consumption has largely been biomass i.e., 
firewood and charcoal for domestic use. As of 2018, the share of Biomass in the energy 
supply in Africa was approximately 47%. This directly impacts the environment and quality 
of life due to incidence of deforestation and indoor smoke inhalation. Nigeria as well, heavily 
relies on biomass based on data from the International Energy Agency which estimates 
75% of Nigerians use Biofuels as primary fuel. 

Providing Africans with viable and sustainable cooking fuel to substitute Biomass for 
domestic fuel is key to Africa’s transition agenda and important for meeting the Paris 
emission targets by 2050. 
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Figure 16: Chart showing Total energy supply between 1990 – 2018 (Source: EIA) 

Figure 17: Chart showing Nigeria’s Total Primary Energy supply in 2018 
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An off-grid market 
Approximately 44.6% of Nigerians are still without access to electricity representing about 
90million people. These comprise largely people living in rural areas and off-grid locations 
with little or no access to electricity supply. Attaining universal access to clean, reliable and  

sustainable electricity for Nigeria and Africans at large by 2030 is a major milestone to attain 
for the Government in meeting their commitment to the COP.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

A Captive Last mile  
Nigeria’s power sector has suffered illiquidity at the last mile for years since the power 
sector reforms in 2005. 11 PHCN successor distribution companies (DISCOs) won bids to 
take over the distribution assets of the defunct power holding company after years of losses 
and degradation. However, that private sector take over is yet to yield any positive results.  
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Figure 18: CHART SHOWING ACCESS TO ELECTRICITY IN NIGERIA, 2019 

Figure 19: Assessment of Nigeria’s Power Value Chain 
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Since the take take-over in 2013, the DISCOs have failed to improve on the aggregate 
technical, commercial and collection losses (ATC&C) which remained steady at ~70-74%. 
Payments to the Nigerian Bulk Trader (NBET) for power supplied averaged ~29-30% which 
the Energy Trader passes on in its cycled-out payments to the GENCOs and the GENCO’s 
in turn have just the 30% to settle gas receipts from the GAS Companies.  
 
This liquidity problem shows no sign of easing up, as the DISCOs keep a stranglehold on 
the distribution assets, and with this constraint on the last mile, securing funding for any 
on-grid project will be a challenge.   
 
Lack of investment into the distribution grid, leaves majority of consumers with 2 – 3 hours 
of electricity a day with generators providing power for the rest hours and to the unserved 
captive market. Total Generator Capacity in country is estimated at 14GW.   
 
A way out of this is a partnership with the DISCOs wherein investors take up concession 
areas and manage on a Build Finance Operate and Transfer basis or on a revenue sharing 
arrangement with the DISCOs as an option. This is a win-win for everyone. 
 
 

DISCOS 
NERC 
APPROVED 
MINIMUM 
REMITANCE 

INVOICE VALUE DISCO PAYMENT  PAYMENT 
PERFORMANCE 

ABUJA 42%                                    
6,408,710,702.37  

                      
2,545,110,463.91  40% 

BENIN 36%                                    
4,620,386,842.09  

                      
1,233,639,049.49  27% 

EKO 43%                                    
6,105,564,534.88  

                      
2,520,767,405.84  41% 

ENUGU 50%                                    
4,522,446,652.62  

                      
1,056,000,000.00  23% 

IBADAN 28%                                    
7,216,883,547.33  

                      
2,008,166,828.93  28% 

IKEJA 49%                                    
7,774,741,456.85  

                      
3,579,395,388.01  46% 

JOS 9%                                    
2,686,813,393.83  

                           
242,737,047.76  9% 

KADUNA 29%                                    
3,572,085,698.37  

                           
303,806,545.75  9% 

KANO 38%                                    
3,728,706,286.44  

                           
700,000,000.00  19% 

PH 28%                                    
3,586,137,248.51  

                           
530,026,658.12  15% 

YOLA 12%                                    
1,912,112,125.91  

                           
242,360,727.56  13% 

TOTAL 36% 52,134,588,489.19 14,962,010,115.37 29% 
Figure 20: January 2020 Preliminary DISCO Invoices And Payments. (Source; NBET) 
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Assessing the Opportunity  
The Approach 
In the light of the foregoing, it is clear, affordability, access to and availability of Primary 
Energy has defined energy transitions in the past. Mankind made use of what was available, 
affordable and what is accessible on a sustainable basis. As the resource becomes scarce 
or too expensive and as reliable alternatives become available, people made the switch.  

This is the case for Africa, as the most accessible primary energy source available to the 
majority of the unserved population is Biomass, even though it is hurting the environment. 
It is what is available, affordable and accessible to them. As such solving the riddle requires 
an understanding of this situation and formulating strategies to ensure reliable substitutes 
are made available at an affordable rate and are accessible on a sustainable basis. 

Narrowing down on The Alternatives 
The road to the new energy future has been paved with Low Emissions Fuels and non-
fossils. Africa’s energy market/opportunity is off-grid. The diagram below illustrates the 
options that fit this profile and narrows down to two energy sources: Renewables and 
Natural Gas. Natural Gas is clean and suited to off-grid and on grid markets. Renewables 
are clean and sustainable. The former is established and proven with very mature market 
infrastructure that will provide the bridge to ensure sustainability and stability of the energy 
markets pending the transition to the more “emerging and untested” renewables.  
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Figure 21: Primary Energy Consumption 2020: (Source: BP Statistical Review) 
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1) Natural gas is clean and can be deployed off-grid or on-grid. 
Natural gas can be processed and deployed as Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) or 
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) in pressure & cryogenic vessels to remote locations making it 
suitable for off-grid or captive power and automotive markets. Its bye-products Propane 
and Butane also allow for portability and flexibility that makes them suited for off-grid 
locations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The amount of CO2 produced when a fuel is burned is a function of the carbon content of 
the fuel. The heat content, or the amount of energy produced when a fuel is burned, is 
mainly determined by the carbon (C) and hydrogen (H) content of the fuel. Heat is produced 
when C and H combine with oxygen (O) during combustion. Natural gas is primarily 
methane (CH4), which has a higher energy content relative to other fuels, and thus, it has 
a relatively lower CO2-to-energy content. (Source: US Energy Information Administration.) 

Table 2: Table showing emissions for various fuels. (Source US EIA) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FUEL CO2 emitted per million Btu 

Coal (Bituminous) 205.7 

Diesel (Fuel and heating oil) 161.3 

Gasoline (without ethanol) 157.2 

Propane (LPG) 139.0 

Natural Gas 117 

Dirty Fuels

Oil

Coal

Clean, On-Grid

Hydro

Nuclear

Clean, On/Off-grid
Natural Gas 

(Processed) Renewables
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2) Natural gas and Fuel Cell: breakthrough tech  
Advancement in fuel cell technology enables clean burning of natural gas to produce 
electricity with 50% less greenhouse gas emissions. Fuel Cells produce electricity 
through a chemical reaction without combustion and with an energy efficiency of up to 
56%. This breakthrough technology is available in portable packages of 300kW to 30MW. 

Natural Gas is more abundant and already contains less GHG than other fossil fuels. 
Combining this capability with the near zero pollutants (NOx SOx) production during 
power generation offers the biggest disruption for the energy market. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3) Natural Gas is Flexible 
Natural gas offers a lot of flexibility as it can be transported in various forms over long 
distances and to remote locations as Compressed Natural Gas (~200bar) and Liquefied 
Natural Gas (~600bar). 

This clearly places Natural gas as an ideal candidate for providing viable solutions for off-
grid, captive opportunities. 

When processed, natural gas liquids also can be derived to provide propane and butane 
the closest alternatives to kerosene and firewood for domestic energy.  
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4) Natural Gas and LPG can impact Transport Sector 
The DNV Energy Transition Outlook Report 2020, captures the transport sector as “one of 
the great engines of the energy transition”. Transport sector consumed 119 EJ, or 27% of 
global final energy demand in 2018 and the Energy Transition expert forecast a major 
impact of EV as against fossil-fuel vehicles in 2050.  
 
In Nigeria, the Government has identified the development of Multi-modal transport system 
as a means of reducing incidence of GHG emissions in addition to improving energy 
efficiency wherein lies fuel efficient and clean alternatives to Diesel – CNG, LNG, Hydrogen, 
EV and Autogas. According to DNV, Decarbonisation and Fuel efficiency are interlinked, 
but what are the possibilities for Nigeria? 
 

Table 3: Showing Comparative assessments of various fuel options. (Source: US EIA, AFDC) 

PROPERTY Gasoline Diesel CNG LPG Methanol Hydrogen 
Production Oil refining Oil 

Refining 
Gas processing Refining & Gas 

processing 
Gas 
Processing 

Several processes 
 

Storage Steel Tanks Steel 
Tanks 

Pressure vessels Pressure 
Vessels  

Same as 
gasoline. 

Cryogenic tanks or 
Solid absorption 

Physical state Liquid Liquid Compressed Gas Compressed 
Gas 

Liquid at 
ambient 
temperature 

Cryogenic liquid @ -
252.8oC or 
compressed gas @ 
350-700bar 

Energy Content 
MJ/L 34.2 38.6 9.0 (38.3/m3) 27.7 17.96 8.49 

Gasoline Litre 
Equivalent GLE 1.0 0.88 3.80 1.23 1.9 4.03 

Impact on 
Environment 

High GHG High GHG 26% less GHG 
than Petrol per 
BTU 

14% less GHG 
than Petrol per 
BTU 

Low but toxic 
to humans. 

Low (Blue 
Hydrogen); 
Zero emissions 
(Green Hydrogen) 

Challenge for 
adaptability in 
Nigeria 

NA NA Undeveloped 
value chain 

Developed 
value chain but 
rising cost of 
LPG might be a 
deterrence. 

No production 
or distribution 
infrastructure 
locally. 

No production or 
distribution 
infrastructure 
locally. 

Applicability Light to 
Medium  

Heavy 
Duty 
Vehicles 

Light to medium 
duty, mixed with 
diesel for HDV 

Light, medium 
and Heavy-Duty 
Vehicles 

Experimental  Fuel Cell is 
adaptable to all. 

 
Critical success factors for consideration in implementation of an Alternative Fuel Vehicle 
(AFV) policy in Nigeria and for the sustainable development of AFV markets include: 
 
1) Financial benefit to vehicle owners of switching to alternative fuels; 
Fuel taxes and vehicle grants are the primary determinants of the financial benefit to vehicle 
owners of switching to alternative fuels. In practice, the crucial variable to vehicle owners 
and fleet operators in their choice of fuel is the speed of payback on the initial additional 
cost of converting a gasoline vehicle to run on CNG or Autogas, or the higher price of an 
OEM vehicle relative that of a new gasoline or diesel vehicle. The payback period must be 
sufficiently short to justify the investment and to compensate for the inconvenience 
associated with Autogas. In most cases governments provide the conversion for free 
to incentivise vehicle owners. 
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2) Achievement of critical market mass; 
Where reasonably strong financial incentives exist, AFV markets will not necessarily take 
off until critical market mass is achieved: 

a. The market needs to be large enough to demonstrate to potential AF users and 
fuel providers that the fuel is safe, reliable and cost- effective alternative to 
conventional fuels. The more AFVs there are on the road, the more confidence 
other vehicle owners will have to switch fuels.  

b. The Alternative Fuel must be widely available and this needs to be known to 
the public. Lack of refuelling stations is a major impediment to persuading vehicle 
owners to switch to AF, even where there is a strong financial incentive.  

c. The Alternative Fuel Gas market must be big enough to support a viable 
network of properly trained mechanics to convert and maintain Autogas vehicles 
and ensure the availability of spare parts and equipment.  

 
Where markets have not attained critical mass, other critical success factors to be 
considered by government include: 
 

d. Provision of critical market infrastructure:  it is imperative for governments to 
provide incentives to close gaps in market infrastructure in order to give an initial 
strong impetus to the simultaneous development of demand and supply 
infrastructure in collaboration with all stakeholders.  

e. Favourable, long-term taxation of AFVs relative to gasoline and diesel vehicles. 
f. Government grants for vehicle conversions for private individuals and fleets 

have been particularly successful in kick-starting alternative fuel markets in some 
instances. 

g. Road and vehicle registration and purchase taxes that favour AFVs can also be 
an effective policy, with relatively low implementation costs and few negative 
side-effects.  

h. Government policy for compulsory conversion of public vehicle fleets to 
alternative fuels sends a powerful message that the fuel is safe to use thereby 
demonstrating the benefits and driving the development of distribution 
infrastructure. 

 
3) SAFE Regulation: 
Technical and safety standards are another important area of responsibility for 
governments in partnership with EV, LPG and CNG suppliers, vehicle converters and 
OEMs. It is essential for the authorities to lay down and enforce harmonised operating 
standards for aspects of both alternative fuel distribution and vehicle equipment, including 
installation. Poor-quality conversions can undermine engine and emission performance 
and jeopardise sustainable development of the market.  
 
Safety should be an overriding concern for policymakers everywhere. Fuel providers 
and end users need to be reassured that the transportation, handling and storage of Auto 
gas pose no safety risks. But the drafting and implementation of safety regulations specific 
to Auto gas need to be based on an objective assessment of risk. 
 
5) LPG is a viable alternative to Biomass 
In the developing world, one of every two households (equivalent to 500million homes and 
2.5billion people) cooks with a traditional wood fire (IEA, 2017). The World LPG Association 
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carried out a study in 2018 to investigate the impact on carbon dioxide emissions and 
deforestation, where cooking is used as against wood, and the results of the study are 
highlighted below: 
 

§ LPG is far more energy concentrated than wood: annual per capita cooking requires 43 
kg instead of 400 kg of wood. LPG transfers 50% of its energy content to the pot, 
compared to wood’s 10-20%. Unlike wood, LPG fire can easily be turned on and 
off. Instead of emitting choking smoke, its exhaust is problem-free for indoor use. 
These advantages lead to improved wealth and health. 

§ Burning wood is dramatically less carbon-efficient than burning LPG. Wood consists of 50% 
fuel. The rest is molecularly-bound oxygen plus left-over moisture. Neither of these 
burns, and vaporising the moisture wastes energy. LPG, by contrast, is all fuel. Per 
unit of delivered cooking heat, burning wood generates about five times the carbon 
of LPG.  

§ Switching from wood to LPG can reduce cooking’s carbon emissions significantly. In the 
tropics, where much traditional cooking happens, switching cuts net-CO2 output to 
the atmosphere by 60%. 

§ Switching 100 households from consuming 200 
tonnes of harvested wood a year to consume 
instead 21.5 tonnes of LPG would save one 
hectare of forest each year. Each household would 
save about 100 square metres of forest. A 
typical 13 kg cylinder of LPG would avert 
deforestation of a 6m2 forest area.  

 
 

6) LPG is good for Power Gen 
Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) is an excellent choice of fuel for power generation where 
natural gas for various reasons is not available. There are a number of reasons for the 
increasing popularity of LPG for power generation, thus: 
 

§ LPG is a cleaner fuel than diesel or fuel oil; 
§ LPG is readily available;   
§ Transportation is easy especially to remote or off-grid sites; 
§ Storage of LPG is relatively simple and does not require cryogenic storage tanks; 
§ Storage and distribution infrastructure for LPG is readily available 
§ LPG Power plants facilitates future large-scale integration of renewables in any 

power system. 
 

LPG can be used as main fuel for power generation or as back up fuel for sites where 
natural gas is expected to be available in the future. Subsequently, when the piped gas 

 

FUEL CARBON INTENSITY 
(kg CO2/GJ [LHV]) 

THERMAL EFFICIENCY 
(Fuel LHV to Cooking Heat Delivered) 

Product / Residue Split Fuel Required 
(Kg/GJ) 

Firewood 105.4 15% 100% product 0% Residue 400 kg/GJ 
LPG 8.0 well-to-stove plus 64.0 

stove-to-stack i.e. 
Combustion  

50% 100% product, 0% Residue 42.9 kg/GJ 

Note: 1 GJ of delivered cooking heat is the approximate amount consumed in the developing world by one person in one year.  
(Source: WLPGA Cooking for Life, 2018; International Energy Agency 2017) 

Table 4:   Comparison LPG to Firewood; Source WLPGA 
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becomes available and they switch to gas, the LPG utility can be used as back-up fuel. 
Examples of LPG powergen projects across the world are summaries below; 
 

Table 5: Showing LPG Powered Generation across the globe. Source: WLPGA 

PROJECT LOCATION SIZE FUEL OEM ETC 
Industrial Cogeneration Plant Central America 14MW LPG Wartsila 2015 
Captive Plant Puerto Rico 38MW LPG - 2015 
Roatan Electric Company Honduras 28MW LPG Wartsila 2016 
US VI Power St. Croix 230MW LPG - 2016 
Captive Plant Puerto Rico 4MW LPG - 2016 
LFTZ Captive Plant Lekki FTZ 12MW LPG - 2014 
USVI Water & Power Authority US Virgin Islands 21MW LPG Wartsila 2017 
SAGE/Bridge Power Takoradi, Ghana 400MW LPG GE 2017 
Olein Refinery CHP Puerto Rico 1MW LPG Siemens  
Pfizer Beverage CHP Puerto Rico 2MW LPG Siemens  
Captive Power Chile 2.2MW LPG Siemens  

 
LPG Specification for Power generation 
Almost all Aeroderivative Turbines from OEMs such as GE and Siemens can utilise LPG as 
fuel, while most Industrial Turbines and Reciprocating Engines have the fuel capability to 
utilize certain grades of LPG.  

Table 6: Compatibility of LPG to reciprocating engines and aeroderivative turbines. Source: ECP 
Analysis   

LPG MIX TYPE ENGINE 
COMPATIBILITY 

CAPACITIES OEMs / Provider 

 INDUSTRIAL AND LARGE-SCALE PLANTS 
100% Propane All Aeroderivative Turbines 

and all Reciprocating 
Engines 

1,000kW (Engines) 
30MW (Turbines) 

GE TM 2,500, 
Waukesha 275GL+; 
Jenbacher Type 3 and 
4; Siemens S Series 

>90% Propane  
(HD-5) 

All Aeroderivative Turbines 
and all Reciprocating 
Engines 

1,000kW (Engines) 
30MW (Turbines) 

GE TM 2,500, 
Waukesha 275GL+; 
Jenbacher Type 3 and 
4, Siemens S Series 

>50 – 90% Propane C3 All Aeroderivative Turbines 
and Most reciprocating 
engines  

1,000kW (Engines) 
30MW (Turbines) 

GE TM 2,500, 
Waukesha VHP, VGF; 
Siemens S Series 

<50% Propane C3 All Aeroderivative Turbines 
and Some reciprocating 
engines 

100kW – 1300kW (Engines) 
30MW (Turbines) 

GE TM 2,500, 
Waukesha VHP, VGF. 

100% Butane C4 All Aero-derivatives and a 
few Reciprocating Engines  

100kW – 600kW (Engines) 
30MW (Turbines) 

GE TM 2,500, 
Waukesha VGF; Kohler 

 SMALL STANDBY GENERATORS 
<50% C3 – 100% C4 All standby generator 

engines 
1kW – 150kW Kohler, Honda, Green 

power, Hyundai etc. 
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Assessing the Gas 
Challenge for Nigeria   
 

Natural Gas Accessibility in Nigeria 
Nigeria has over 200 trillion cubic feet of gas in proven reserves and another ~600tcf in 
probable reserves. All of the gas fields are located down south with the Eastern and 
Western Gas Grids supplying industrial layouts in the Southeast and Southwestern Nigeria. 
The hinterland part of the country is currently without any gas supply. 

There are less than 10 CNG compressor stations all located in the Southern part of the 
country. This poses a major challenge to providing access to natural gas for majority of the 
country. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Government is currently developing the OB-OB pipeline project to connect the eastern 
and the western grid and also commissioned the Ajaokuta-Kaduna-Kano 40” pipeline 
project to provide a backbone for supply of natural gas to the hinterland markets of Nigeria. 
The AKK when completed will play a pivotal role in bridging energy access for Nigerians. 
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Figure 22: Map of Nigeria Showing gas grid coverage in Nigeria; Source: ECP  
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Access to Clean Cooking Fuel is still Low 
LPG penetration in Nigeria is still low at 20% (Source: Clean Cooking Alliance, 2021) with many 
homes lacking the basic appliances – cylinders, stoves, to access the fuel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Market Infrastructure gap: No Cylinders No Conversion Kits 
There is a mismatch between Nigeria’s gas production and market capacity. The local 
market for gas at the moment is lacking, as the biggest consumer of gas in country is the 
power sector. Natural Gas vehicles (NGV) market which is the focal point of the national 
gas expansion project, is undeveloped with approximately 5,000vehicles converted out of 
12million vehicles in circulation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

URBAN RURAL
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25% 4%

35% 80%

26% 9%

84% 42%
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Access to LPG

Use Firewood

Use Kerosene

Access electricity

Source: Fraym, Nigeria DHS 2019

Less than 1% of 12m vehicles in 
circulation are gas vehicles. (ECP Analysis) 40million out of 49million 

Households have no access to 
cylinders. 

Figure 23: Map of Nigeria showing Energy access in Nigeria. Source: Clean Cooking Alliance 
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Nigeria’s vehicles population has the potential to consume approximately 750MMSCFD of 
natural gas at 50% penetration. This will surpass current consumption by the power sector. 

Affordability: A Critical Success Factor 
Four major barriers to entry for many homes or users seeking to transition to new energy 
regimes include: (1) Availability (2) Accessibility (3) Affordability and (4) Awareness, which 
make up the four “A” s of Energy Transition in Africa. 

A recent study by KPMG of the LPG market in Nigeria outlines the top demand drivers for 
LPG adoption as follows; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The assessment showed that 73% of LPG users buy LPG because it is affordable relative 
to other fuels, while 20% are aware of its efficiency and 17% buy LPG because it is easy 
to use relative to other domestic fuels.  

On the other hand, the same report states the most critical constraint to adoption of LPG 
amongst unserved Nigerian homes, is Affordability.  

Table 7: Data showing key drivers of LPG adoption in Nigeria (Source: KPMG LPG Market Study, 2015) 
 Availability Affordability Awareness Safety 

Lower Middle Class 10% 46% 29% 29% 

Lower Class 9% 61% 22% 25% 

The cost of starter packs and cost of refills constitute the biggest issue with onboarding 
new users. A significant percentage of non-users according to this survey are willing to 
switch to LPG if they can get the starter pack at little or no cost. In addition, some non-
users are ready to adopt the fuel if they can buy in smaller affordable quantities. 

 
 

Ease of Use – 17%  

Product Effectiveness – 20% 
Affordability – 79% 
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This factor applies to not only LPG adoption, but CNG / Autogas adoption which is a major 
issue the government must address in its national gas expansion program. 

In 2021, the price of LPG has doubled from approximately N360 per kilogram at the 
beginning of the year to N600/kg in September, equivalent 167% inflation in prices. This is 
a result of a lot of factors which includes most importantly devaluation of the nation’s 
currency that has led to spike in price of building materials and food as well. 

FX Risks: A Systemic Approach has to be considered 
As the world transitions to a new energy future, there will be a steady decline in the demand 
for oil which will in turn result in Nigeria’s already constrained oil revenues dwindling the 
more. Nigeria has already depleted its foreign reserves in a bid to defend the local currency, 
but this practice is not sustainable as the strategy has failed and the naira has depreciated 
from 306.96 in 2020 to N412 in September 2021 equivalent to 35% depreciation. At the 
parallel market the rate is inching towards N600 and shows no signs of easing up. 

Foreign exchange risk is about to make nonsense of the entire efforts to introduce CNG 
and LPG as more affordable and cleaner options of fuel for vehicle and homeowners. 
Around the globe LPG is half the price of petrol and diesel but all of that cannot be 
translated locally as the exchange rate inflates imported LPG and erases any gains thereof. 
Pricing of Natural Gas is also indexed to crude oil prices and sold in USD by gas producers. 
This will put CNG and LPG beyond the reach of the mass market.  

On the part of gas producers as well, FX risks prevents them from selling into a naira market 
as they need to match their dollar denominated investments and loans to dollar-indexed 
revenues. Selling into a naira denominated market gives them a negative return on 
investment in the long run and leaves their cash flows with gaping holes. 

As such, the strategy for energy transition has to be balanced and systemic, to enable the 
government deliver on its promises while all stakeholders get the benefits of their 
investment. 

Suggested strategies to ensure sustainability include: 

1. Aggressive Export Drive for agricultural produce and solid minerals to earn FX. 

2. Acceleration of ongoing gas export projects i.e., NLNG Train 7 and development of 
new export projects. As the world transitions to a new energy future, demand for 
gas will increase and Nigeria needs to replace oil revenues with income from gas. 

3. Allocation of a portion of Nigeria’s ‘gas wealth’ to be monetised in the coming years 
to the Nigerian Sovereign Wealth Fund as part of a stabilisation strategy as ‘oil 
wealth’ runs out, so as to buffer against apparent shocks to oil-dependent 
economies in the coming dispensation.  
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4. Re-focus of Sovereign Wealth Fund to external opportunities to stem internal 
economic shocks. 

a. The biggest Sovereign Wealth Fund in the world is the Norwegian Global Fund 
established in 1996 to invest a portion of the country’s oil wealth abroad and 
secure the future for its people. The Fund today is worth $1.1trillion and 100% 
invested offshore, in treasuries and private equities of over 9,123 listed 
companies and 73 countries. As it is, no internal economic shocks can 
unbalance the Norwegian economy. The fate of Norway is tied to the world, 

b. Nigeria’s own Sovereign Wealth Fund invests only about 20% in offshore 
securities and treasuries as stabilisation fund, while it is mandated by 
government to invest 40% in domestic infrastructure projects, exposing it to 
local market risks. Any collapse of the local economy will sink the local fund 
manager and jeopardise the future it seeks to secure, as such the investment 
model of the fund must change to 100% offshore focus. This will ensure future 
inflows of foreign exchange and insulation of the local economy from internal 
economic shocks.  

c. As part of Nigeria’s energy security in the new energy future, the country 
through the Sovereign Wealth Fund, can explore investment in or acquisition 
of start-up and brownfield renewable energy technology companies in the 
US, Europe, Asia or other climes. Breakthrough Greentech such as Bloom 
Fuel Cell Technology, Ballard Hydrogen Fuel Technology are set to disrupt 
the landscape in future energy security and Nigeria can partake in this by 
acquisition of a couple of these breakthrough techs. Nigeria can become the 
biggest provider of green technology in the new energy future and earn major 
dollar-income from these. Greentech can be the new oil. 

The more oil revenues decline, the more the naira depreciates as less and less foreign 
exchange flows in and the more the incidence of inflation on the affordability index, a 
critical success factor for the onboarding of Nigeria and Africa’s unserved population. 
Transitioning the Nigerian market to new energy is dependent on affordability.  

FX risks also pose a major disincentive to private investment as it impacts investment in 
renewable energy and gas infrastructure locally. Government initiatives to de-risk 
investment by providing low interest, naira denominated financing is a step in the right 
direction. 
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Conclusion 
The Corona virus Pandemic in 2020 was a serious test of the transition theories and 
projections. The pandemic led to the reopening of coal power plants in Europe to shore up 
power supplies, which put a slight dent in the energy mix predictions for the period. 
Secondly drastic reduction in the number of active rigs around the world and reduction in 
investment in exploration means a reduction in oil supply in the coming years. The north 
sea is shutting down; Shell announces divestment of its onshore/nearshore assets in 
Nigeria; Saudi Arabia is halving its energy requirement to come from renewables and no 
new investment in exploration, all of which developments will lead to a fall in supply of oil 
and resulting temporary spike in oil prices which might see crude oil hit a $100 level once 
more, before declining steeply as demand drops off in 2030/40 when renewables pick up 
speed.  
 
It will take some time before the “emerging renewables” will completely replace the 
“established fossil fuels” and clearly IOCs will tread on the path of caution as they test the 
waters while holding unto the established assets to ensure sustained revenues and 
shareholder returns in the coming years while waiting for their investments in renewables 
to mature in 2 to 3 decades. 

World Energy Transition Outlook  
According to the World Economic Forum, having assessed the two narratives for energy 
transition – Gradual advocates and Rapid Advocates, “it is not yet clear which narrative is 

*Nigeria Energy Transition 
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likely to prevail. Complex forecast models beyond 10 years are hard to predict with any 
accuracy in three areas i.e., Technology, policy and society, which make up the three areas 
at the heart of energy transition”. 
 
Not fast enough 
DNV, in its Energy Transition Outlook (ETO) model predict a relatively flat global demand 
for energy through to 2050 and a rapidly growing share of renewables, however the rate of 
transition is not fast enough to bring the world to within reach of the goals established at 
COP 21. They estimate the world to attain net-zero emissions by end of the century. 
 
More needs to be done by governments in terms of policy and by private corporations in 
terms of investments while educating and galvanising the society remains critical factors 
for achieving carbon neutrality. 
 
Key points from the DNV ETO Model 

§ In closing the emissions gap, policy focus must be on three main demand sectors – 
transport, buildings and manufacturing / Industrial in addition to Electricity; 

§ Affordability is the acid test for energy transition; 
§ solar and wind will provide 24% of the world’s electricity in 2030 and 62% in 2050; 
§ Hydrogen is seen as key to decarbonisation especially for Blue and Green 

Hydrogen and will supply 5% of the global energy mix by 2050; 
§ Coal and Oil demand has peaked and will not increase further; 
§ Transport accounts for 2/3 of oil demand in 2018 but will reduce by 56% by 2050 

except for Aviation which will be dependent on oil for longer; 
§ Passenger vehicles and 2/3 Wheelers will experience a dramatic conversion to 

electricity; 
§ Natural Gas will surpass oil as the largest source of primary energy by 2026; 
§ By 2050, 41% of all gas use will be for power generation, underscoring its role as a 

bridge fuel for renewables.; 
§ LNG will experience greater increases than occur in overall gas production; 
§ With the increased demand for natural gas, emissions from the fuel will increase, 

thereby requiring decarbonisation through carbon capture. 
§ Electricity demand will double from 19% in 2018 to 41% in 2050 driven by demand 

in manufacturing, buildings and transport; 
§ Plunging battery costs, declining cost of solar and wind are key to driving electricity 

growth. 
§ 78% of world’s electricity generation will be from renewable sources by 2050. 

 
Outlook for Sub-Saharan Africa 
The DNV model forecast a low transition for Sub-Saharan Africa. Currently the Least-
developed and least-electrified world region with only 42% of its people having access to 
electricity. 
 

§ Soaring energy demand from a growing population and economy will be 
counteracted by efficiencies, e.g. traditional biomass cooking replaced by gas and 
electricity etc.  

 
§ Off-grid solar PV plays a significant role in energy access, and with grid-connected 

solar, accounts for almost 40% of power generation in 2050. 
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Solar Report Nigeria 
A comprehensive study of the Nigerian solar market commissioned by the Netherlands 
Enterprise Agency in 2021, ranks Nigeria as the 5th largest market for off-grid solar with mini 
grids and solar home systems estimated to yield $10billion annually. 
 
However, recent Imposition of import duty on Solar Panels now classified as power 
generators by the government attracting 5% import duty and 7.5% VAT is seen as a major 
barrier to entry. Also, high cost of financing based on bank interest rates of average 22% 
is a major concern. 
 
REA, government’s major driver of Nigeria’s solar program, has received massive support 
from international funding agencies and the government but needs a market guarantor to 
implement its plan to roll out 5million solar homes systems. 
 
All of these factors will inhibit the envisaged growth in the sector and lead to a slower 
ascent in our opinion. 
 
LPG Growth 
Approximately 75% of Nigerian homes remain without access to LPG as of 2021, however 
at the average 5-year growth rate over the past decade the Market is set to breach 50% 
market penetration by 2025 based on Business As Usual “BAU” assumptions.  

 
 
With proposed government interventions, LPG is set to cause a major disruption in the 
home energy mix. LPG consumption per capita is at 6kg per capita based on today’s 
market capacity but by 2030 this figure will surpass 15kg per capita. 
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Figure 24: Chart showing forecast growth in LPG consumption with or without government incentives. 
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Natural Gas: A hattrick of solutions 
Nigeria’s declaration of the “decade of gas” is spot on in defining the next frontier for the 

nation in its quest to position for the new 
energy future.   

The declaration defines two objectives of the 
government to (1) make Nigeria a leading 
producer of gas and (2) transform Nigeria 
into a major consumer of natural gas.  

These two objectives will not only diversify the revenue base for Nigeria; reduce 
dependence on Oil Revenue; create jobs and improve GDP but open up a new gas 
economy locally that will enable the country to monetise its undeveloped gas resources 
while providing a local solution to a local problem – transitioning its 206million-strong nation 
to cleaner burning fuels for automobile and domestic use. 

 

 
Gas Flaring, Transportation and deforestation are the biggest emitters of greenhouse 
gases, posing a major challenge to Nigeria’s climate ambitions but developing a well-
orchestrated Natural Gas strategy as above, ensures a hat-trick in the bag to solve all three.  

 
Natural Gas Outlook 
Areas of growth in gas consumption for Nigeria include: 

Fuel Substitution:
1) LNG, CNG, Autogas for 
Petrol & Diesel
2) LPG for Firewood
3) Off-grid Hybrid NG & 
Solar for captive diesel.

Result:
1) Reduces emissions by 
Transport sector.
2) Eliminate deforestation.
3) Opens new 
channels/markets for gas.

Impact:
1) Realise 2050 Goal
2) Monetise stranded & 
Flare Gas.
3) Position for the New 
Energy future.
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1. The proposed natural gas vehicles (NGV) scheme by the federal government will 
drive consumption of Natural Gas to 25million cubic meters per day (equivalent to 
~943MMSCFD of gas) based on conversion rate of 50% of the 12million vehicles in 
circulation.  

 
2. Industrial Zones consume approximately 5% of total natural gas consumption while 

9% goes to power plants and 41% is exported (based on baseline power study 
2015). NGC concession of Local gas distribution networks off the AKK will opens 
new markets in industrial locations in Abuja, Kaduna and Kano. This will add 
approximately 75 – 100million standard cubic feet of gas demand per day by our 
estimate.  
 
The AKK has a capacity of 2BCFD and as such capacity utilization will be a challenge 
to overcome pending when hinterland markets mature. 
 

3. Fertiliser and petrochemical production are also set to drive consumption numbers 
for Natural gas as Dangote Fertilizer comes onstream and Brass Fertilizer has 
reached FID and is set to commence construction.  Total demand by the fertilizer 
producers can exceed 600mmscfd by 2025. 
 

4. Gas Export projects mainly the NLNG Train 7 project, is a major driver of growth in 
the natural gas space with over 1BSCFD expected for export. 
 

5. The Electricity markets can be another area of growth if the grid constraints can be 
removed and liquidity issue in the system addressed. 2BSCFD is at stake here. 

 
 
A Wholistic Effort 
The renewable energy Transition Africa Report, narrows down four fields of action to driving 
energy transition in Africa: 
 
1) Promoting Access to energy  
2) De-Risking private sector investment 
3) Strengthening and modernising the grid 
4) Supporting systemic innovation 
 
The first two fields of action are captured in (I) the AKK Project and the Nigerian Gas 
expansion Project (NGEP) through the CNG and LPG schemes, which are designed to 
improve energy access while (II) the low interest funds available at the Central Bank of 
Nigeria under the NGEP is helping to de-risk private sector investment. The Midstream and 
Downstream Infrastructure Fund to be established under the Petroleum Industry Act (PIA) 
is also set to de-risk private sector investment further. Modernising the electricity grid 
remains a challenge but not a showstopper, as electrification can still proceed off-grid. 
 

 
Other areas for consideration include; 

§ National Security – Incidence of insecurity in the country needs to be addressed to 
attract investment into Nigeria’s energy market. 

§ Political Stability - is required to ensure maturity of investments and eliminate 
political risks, which is key to securing the financing Nigeria needs. 
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Disclaimer: The contents of this study is the sole opinion and responsibility of Ecocity Projects. In producing this report, we have 
relied on Ecocity’s in-house data, primary research data obtained via interviews of industry stakeholders and data from secondary 
research. In no event will Ecocity Projects, its members or affiliated companies, be held liable for the any loss, damage, cost or 
expense whatsoever and however caused, incurred, sustained or arising by any third party in respect of this report.  
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